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Abstract
Several techniques for the experimental investigation of the computing power of various formal models, from cellular automata
to Turing machines, have been proposed by S. Wolfram with his NKS (New Kind of Science). Visual complexity indicators reveal the
‘internal shapes’ of computations, and may expose constant, periodic, nested/fractal, pseudo-random, and even more sophisticated
dynamics.
In this paper we investigate visual complexity indicators for process algebra. With its emphasis on reactive, continuously
observable behavior, as opposed to input/output behavior, process algebra might appear as an ideal candidate for NKS-style
investigations; however, this formal model is in some sense more elaborate than the simple formalisms addressed in NKS, and
poses specific problems, such as the presence of both events and states, and the explosive nature of non-determinism.
We consider a set of process algebraic operators and prove its Turing universality by showing that they can emulate any elementary
cellular automaton, including n. 110, which is itself universal. The correctness of the emulation is supported by an original visual
indicator, which is then used for exploring various subclasses of algebraic expressions and their emergent features. Based on this
indicator, and even by restricting to deterministic computations, we have detected and measured, by a data compression technique,
the emergence of randomness in a subclass of expressions which is provably not universal.
Besides providing a suggestive visualization of the relative strengths of operator subsets, we believe that results of this type, both
of theoretical and of experimental nature, are desirable in light of one of the key NKS conjectures, according to which random-like
behavior would be a witness of computational universality.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The standard approach to the assessment of the computing power of a given model consists in proving that it
can emulate the computations of a class of other models that includes an instance of known power – for example, a
universal Turing machine. With his ‘New Kind of Science’ (NKS) [1] Stephen Wolfram has substantially enriched the
scenario above by introducing investigation techniques of genuine experimental nature, based on the identification of
suitable complexity indicators, and on the inspection of huge collections of computer-generated visual data. Besides
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complementing classical approaches to computational complexity theory based on reduction/emulation, NKS addresses
and encourages the exploration of the ‘computational universe’ in itself, with attitudes and objectives similar to those
that underly the investigation of the physical Universe. (According to the ultimate NKS thesis, the two universes
essentially coincide: the complexity we observe in nature would correspond to the emergent features of computations
based on the iterated application, at ultra-low physical scales, of elementary transformation rules still to be discovered.)
The purpose of this paper is to start the exploration of a portion of the computational universe that was not explicitly
addressed in NKS, and to identify and assess effective visual complexity indicators for process-algebraic computations.
In particular we are highly interested in spotting the emergence of randomness in these computations. One of the most
crucial conjectures in NKS, that could be called the ‘class 3 universality’ conjecture, suggests that the ability to behave
‘randomly’ might be a witness for that of performing universal computations. Which complexity indicators are adequate
for detecting randomness in process algebraic behaviors? Which (sub-)sets of process algebraic operators enable one
to express such behaviors? Are these sets necessarily Turing-powerful?
In Section 2 we quickly review some basic concepts and indicators from NKS that are relevant to our investigations.
In Section 3 we infer some general criteria for classifying complexity indicators and, as an illustration, we introduce
two original indicators for Petri nets and Turing machines.
In Section 4 we consider the case of process algebra, and the specific problems it poses to the definition of visual
complexity indicators. In Section 5 we select a set of process algebraic operators and prove their Turing-universality
by showing that they can emulate universal cellular automata. In doing so, we introduce a new visual technique that,
departing from the standard, event-based semantic interpretation of terms, allows us to analyze, by 2D plots, the
character of various classes of deterministic computations. In Section 6 we present a number of interesting phenomena
and emergent features for various simple operator subsets, up to random-like behaviors.
In Section 7 we reconsider and assess the results of Section 6 by introducing a formal measure of the ‘degree of
randomness’ of the derived plots, by adopting a proper notion of universality, and by showing that some of the plots
with highest degree of randomness are indeed derived from non-universal operator subsets.
In Section 8 we conclude the paper by a short discussion on the visualization of non-deterministic process algebraic
computations and on some other open points.
2. Some basic NKS concepts
When studying the computing power of a formal model under the NKS light, the emphasis is shifted from the
functions, or input/output relations implemented by the model instances, to the variety of ‘shapes’ that emerge from
its free computations.
Elementary cellular automata represent perhaps the formal model that lends itself to the most effective visual
representation of computations and emergent properties, to the point that it is customary to identify a given automaton
rule (the ‘program’) with the specific 2D diagram it produces (the computation), and to regard these diagrams as the
only relevant output of that program. It is therefore not accidental that they play a preponderant role among the several
models considered in NKS.
An elementary cellular automaton (ECA) is a rewrite rule that operates on an infinite tape of binary cells, similar to
that of a Turing machine. But, unlike the latter, an ECA updates all cells simultaneously (synchronicity), and according
to the same rule (uniformity); this rule decides about the next binary value of a cell depending only on the current value
of the cell itself, and of its two immediate neighbors (locality). Since a rule has to define the next bit based on three
bits, that is, on eight possible situations, there are 28 = 256 possible ECAs, that Wolfram numbers from 0 to 255.
The natural way to represent ECA computations is to arrange successive configurations of a finite segment of the
tape into a rectangular array, with the horizontal dimension representing space, and time running downwards. Zero’s
and one’s are then converted into white and black cells.
Fig. 1 illustrates the computations of ECAs 5, 90, 30 and 110. In the diagrams on the left the computations start
from a simple initial condition where all cells are white, except for a central, black one; in the diagrams on the right
the initial conditions are random. When started from random rows of black and white cells, different ECAs produce
different visual patterns, that Wolfram groups into four classes [1, p. 231]:
In class 1, the behavior is very simple, and almost all initial conditions lead to exactly the same uniform final
state. In class 2, there are many different possible final states, but all of them consist just of a certain set of
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Fig. 1. Four ECAs and their computations from simple and random initial conditions.
simple structures that either remain the same forever or repeat every few steps. In class 3, the behavior is more
complicated, and seems in many respects random […] class 4 involves a mixture of order and randomness:
localized structures are produced which on their own are fairly simple, but these structures move around and
interact with each other in very complicated ways.
The four diagrams in the right column of Fig. 1 are then, respectively, examples of class 2, class 3, class 3 and class 4
behavior. The most popular ECAs are undoubtedly n. 30 and n. 110. The first has been extensively studied and is an
excellent example of (deterministic) pseudo-random number generator. The second exhibits rather spectacular evolu-
tions, with particle-like structures that move at different speeds on a spontaneously established periodic background,
and interact in complex ways. Furthermore, ECA 110 is a universal computer, that is, it can emulate any computation,
as shown in [1].
The evolutions of ECA 110 and the complexity of the interactions of its particles seem to hint at the
superior computing power of this machine, which is unique among the set of 256 ECAs (modulo left/right and
black/white symmetries). Indeed, its universality proof is based on a careful study of the dynamics of these particles,
and on their ability to carry and exchange information. Unfortunately, for none of the several other formal models
considered in [1] was it possible to reproduce such a direct and suggestive match between visual complexity and
computational universality, and the investigations about process algebra presented in our paper are no exception.
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In general, the typical NKS study of simple formal models consists in exploring computations while looking for the
progressive emergence of (i) regular – constant or periodic behavior, (ii) nested/fractal structures, and (iii) randomness.
In light of the class 3 universality conjecture mentioned in Section 1, the investigation of when and how a formal model
starts behaving in a way comparable to that of ECA 30 appears as very attractive.
When considering a model of computation, the space of model instances is often naturally partitioned into classes,
based on parameters such as the size of the input alphabet, the number of relevant neighbors in cellular automata, or
the number of states in Turing machine transition tables. We shall use the term structural complexity for referring to
this aspect, and behavioral or computational complexity for referring to dynamic, computational skills, as determined
by classical complexity-theoretic arguments, and/or revealed by emergent properties.
For our developments it is useful to shortly review two other specific visual indicators that have been introduced in
[1].
2.1. Indicators for finite state machines
Assume we want to characterize graphically the computational complexity of deterministic finite state machines
(FSM). A FSM reads sequentially the symbols on its input tape, from left to right, moving at each step to a new internal
state that depends on the current state and on the read symbol. The tight correspondence between FSM computations
and fractals is revealed by the construction proposed in [1, pp. 608–609] which refers to machines with a four-letter
input alphabet, say {a, b, c, d}.
The idea is to represent the computations on a square map. Let r be the resolution of our desired picture. This
means that our square is formed by 4r square cells, or pixels. In our examples we adopt a resolution r = 6, so that
the square is an array of 64 × 64 pixels. The coordinates (x, y) of a pixel are a pair of r-tuples of bits, such as
((0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1)). By pairing the digits of these two tuples in corresponding positions, we obtain
the tuple of pairs ((0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)) and, by the coding (0, 0) → a, (0, 1) → b, (1, 0) →
c, (1, 1) → d, we obtain (a, c, d, a, b, d), which is the quaternary address of the pixel. The square map for the
given machine is then obtained by associating a different color to each machine state, and by coloring each pixel
according to the state reached after reading its complete address.
Fig. 2 illustrates the maps of three FSM’s. In case (a) the automaton has two states, S0 (black) and S1 (white), and
its state transition table can be expressed by the definitions:
S0 := a. S0 + b. S1 + c. S0 + d. S0,
S1 := a. S1 + b. S1 + c. S1 + d. S1.
As pointed out in [1] one can view these FSM computations as iterated applications of two-dimensional, context-free
rewrite rules that replace a cell by a 2 × 2 array of cells. For example, the rules for case (a) in Fig. 2 are:
black -> black, white,
black, black.
white -> white, white,
white, white.
Fig. 2. Square maps for three FSM computations.
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There is a tight correspondence between the selfsimilar structure of a diagram, the state transition table, and the 2D
rewrite rules. (The patient reader might be able to derive the transition table or, equivalently, the rewrite rules for cases
(b) and (c) just by inspecting the self-similar structure of the two diagrams.)
It is in the end not surprising that the limited computing power of FSM’s be visually represented by fractals, which
in a way could indeed be regarded as finite state patterns; and we cannot expect any visual indicator for FSM’s to
produce random like patterns similar to those of ECA 30.
2.2. Indicators for two-counter machines
Unlike FSM’s, two-counter machines are known to be Turing powerful, thus all possible features, including random-
like patterns, should at some point emerge. In this case, however, the identification of a useful indicator is harder, and
the detection of randomness more subtle than for ECAs [1].
A two-counter machine consists of two registers, forming the memory, each storing a non-negative integer, and a
finite set of imperative instructions, forming the program. Instructions can increment or decrement the counter by one
unit, or test whether a counter has value zero and, depending on the outcome, go to a specified instruction or proceed to
the next one. The state of the computation is represented by the current values of the two counters and by the position
of the instruction under execution (the program counter).
The obvious measure of structural complexity for two counter machines is the number of instructions in the program,
while an idea of the behavioral complexity can be obtained by inspecting the fluctuations of the counters. By exhaustive
investigation, Wolfram could establish that:
• machines with up to four instructions can only exhibit periodic behavior, which may include periodic motion of the
program counter and essentially linear growth (shifted-periodic) of one or both counters;
• machines with at least five instructions can exhibit nested fluctuations, with counters oscillating between zero and
a sequence of increasing local maxima;
• only with eight instructions does randomness start to emerge, and only for a minuscule fraction of the machine
space.
The indicator adopted by Wolfram for detecting randomness in these computations, which at first sight appear as simply
nested, is quite elaborate, as compared with ECA diagrams, and not essentially visual. It requires the simultaneous
examination of the fluctuations of the two counters, and consists of the numeric sequence obtained by reading the value
of one counter whenever the other has just reached a zero. The sequence, known as Wolfram sequence, can also be
obtained by the following recursive definition:
an+1 =
{
an ∗ 3/2 if an is even;
(3an + 1)/2 if an is odd.
With a0 = 1, the sequence is {1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 18, 27, 41, . . .}. An idea of the random-like nature of this sequence is
obtained by stacking the binary expansions of these numbers, or by just examining the irregular sequence of their
parities {1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, . . .} [1, p. 100].
The few examples above provide a sufficient basis for a more systematic discussion on complexity indicators.
3. General criteria for complexity indicators
In devising computational complexity indicators one is confronted with a number of options.
Visual vs. numeric. ECA diagrams and FSM square maps are examples of visual indicators, while the Wolfram
sequence is a numeric indicator. The advantage of visual indicators is that they support quick human inspection
of large data sets. When carefully chosen, they may be very helpful in ordering model subclasses by increasing
computational power. Detailed numeric analysis may then be used for confirmation, or for finer classification.
Single input vs. complete input set. A complexity indicator may be designed to address an individual computation,
that is, to refer to a precise, single input. This is the case for ECA diagrams. Conversely, an indicator may be set
up to provide an integrated pictorial account for a complete set of computations, referring to a complete set of
inputs. This is the case of the FSM square map, in which the pixels represent the outcomes of the computations
on all quaternary tuples of given length. A complete-input-set policy may be more effective than a single-input
one in characterizing, by just one picture, the computational versatility of a model, because of the risk to select
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a non-representative input in the latter. However, it may happen that interesting computations start to occur only
above a certain threshold of input complexity – say, for words of sufficient length; for example, some cellular
automata need a non-trivial initial condition for exhibiting class 3 behavior. In this case the exhaustive exploration
of a complete set of sufficiently complex inputs – say, all words of a given length – may become too costly, and
one has to compromise.
The ability to effectively compact in a 2D diagram all the computations from a complete set of inputs is of
course facilitated by the availability of 1D representations for each individual computation. For example, a single
ECA computation already expands in two dimensions, so that it seems quite problematic to collect multiple
computations into a single diagram. In other cases this is possible, as we shall illustrate for Turing machines.
A potential weakness of the complete-input-set policy is that it may combine genuine emergent features with
spurious ones that depend exclusively on the specific ordering of the inputs.
Representation of states vs. events. Some models of computation emphasize on states, others on events. The state of
an ECA computation, for example, is a horizontal array of cells, while the only events are the state changes, that
have no special identity. ECA diagrams show purely sequences of states. With FSM’s one may concentrate on
the sequence of traversed states or on that of events, as identified by transition labels. FSM square maps combine
the two elements, since a cell color is a coding of a state, but the cell position codes the event trace that led to
that state. Process algebras have event-based semantics, and the corresponding labeled trees would seem a natural
starting point for NKS-style investigations.
Time evolution vs. time frame. Some indicators may represent a sequence of values in time, others may restrict to a
single time instant – a snapshot of the computation. In case the structure of a state (or event) is sufficiently simple,
as the 1D array of ECA cells, the arrangement of successive temporal frames into a single, 2D diagram is possible,
and useful. When, on the contrary, the state itself is complex, as in cellular automata of higher dimensions, one
may inspect individual time slices, or resort to animations, as in the famous ‘Game of Life’ by Conway. FSM
square maps are another example of time frame indicator, and in that case the choice is indeed fortunate: due to
their fractal nature, nothing essential is lost when restricting to a single time frame; longer computations only
increase image resolution.
Compressed vs. uncompressed data. Further freedom in setting up complexity indicators comes from the idea to
select and inspect only a fraction of the computation steps, that may be spaced according to various criteria.
Several examples of computation ‘compression’ can be found in [1]. In the two-counter machine mentioned
earlier, for example, the sampling of one counter is driven by the local minima of the other. This freedom to
algorithmically sample the computation is legitimated by the following argument. When showing that model M
can emulate the computations of some model T of known computing power, one has to provide an encoding
function that converts the inputs for T into inputs for M , and a decoding function for interpreting the outputs
of M as outputs of T . When T is universal, it is required that the coding and decoding functions be effective,
that is, always terminating: this is sufficient to guarantee that universal computations are not improperly carried
out by them in place of M . The sampling/compression we may adopt for our indicators is the counterpart of
the decoding in those proofs, except that while in the traditional case the definition of the decoding function is
driven by some known target format, in the new setting this is done blindly, in a trial-and-error way, trying to let
interesting dynamics emerge.
In order to give a concrete illustration of these options, we provide below two further, original examples of visual
indicators.
3.1. Example 1 – Petri net ‘maps’
It is well known that Petri nets, in their most common form called ‘place-transition nets’, are computationally more
powerful than FSM’s – being an infinite state model – and less powerful than Turing machines. What type of visual
indicator would effectively characterize their behavioral complexity?
A Petri net state is a marking, that is, a tuple of integers that may grow unboundedly, representing the current token
contents of the net places (the circle symbol). Petri net transitions (the bar or box symbol) are labeled; events are
transition firings, and can be identified by the transition label.
Let us adopt a complete-input-set policy, and concentrate on individual time frames. We shall adapt to Petri nets
the square map construction illustrated in Section 2.1 for FSM’s. For our purposes, we call a net deterministic if all its
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transitions have a different label, so that every tuple of labels uniquely identifies a sequence of transition firings, that
is, a finite computation, which may indeed deadlock before completing. If we restrict to a four-element alphabet, that
is, to four-transition deterministic nets, we may regard these tuples as cell addresses on a square map. We are left with
the problem of visualizing, at the appropriate address, the output of the computation.
It seems unpractical to visualize in a single cell the whole final marking, however, in the most simple case of
one-place, deterministic, four-transition Petri nets, that we might call elementary Petri nets, the final marking is just
an integer number that we readily code as a grey level. By a simple counting argument it turns out that there are 256
different elementary Petri nets – coincidentally just as many as the elementary cellular automata. Fig. 3 illustrates
the computations of two of them, starting with one token in the only available place – call it p. Every cell in these
plots has a quaternary address that is a tuple on alphabet {a, b, c, d}: the grey level of the cell codes the number of
tokens found in p after firing the sequence of transitions corresponding to the address. A black cell indicates that a
deadlock has occurred. Similar to the FSM case, these diagrams exhibit a sort of fractal nature, but, expectedly, there
is something more. This is perhaps better understood by considering that these computations can be seen, again, as
those of a context-free, 2D rewrite system that emulates the Petri net token game. But in this case we have infinitely
many states, corresponding to the token count in p, thus infinitely many rewrite rules, that can be expressed by a rule
schema. The pictures themselves suggest the form of these rules. For the first diagram in Fig. 3, for example, we have
the following rewrite rules, in which parentheses signify arrangement in a two-by-two array:
n → ((n, n + 1), (n − 1, n)) if n > 0,
0 → ((0, 1), (−1,−1)),
−1 → ((−1,−1), (−1,−1)),
Note that, for this example, transitions a and d , associated to the upper-left and lower-right quadrants, have the same
null effect on the token count (i.e. n → n), since a transition disconnected from place p is always enabled but its firing
does not consume nor produce tokens. Correspondingly, these two quadrants are similar to the whole map. We use -1
to represent a disabled transition, and convert it into a black cell in the maps. The ‘quasi-fractal’ nature of Petri net
square maps emerges even better in the diagrams of Fig. 4, where structures at different scales can be observed that are
almost similar to one another. Ultimately, this feature is due to the fact that when a marking is uniformly larger than
another marking, the traces originating from the latter are included in those from the former.
3.2. Example 2 – Turing machine ‘surfaces’
The visualization of Turing machine (TM) computations used in [1] is quite similar to that of ECAs: it consists of
a two-dimensional array in which each row represents the complete state, namely the tape configuration, the state of
the control head, and its position on the tape. It is a single-input visual indicator depicting the time evolutions of the
state. Showing a full segment of the tape at each row is redundant, since changes affect one cell at a time; while this
redundancy is very useful for comparison with ECA computations, it can be eliminated in favor of a different usage of
the horizontal dimension, which can instead be used for supporting a complete-input-set type of analysis.
A most simple, compact 2D representation of TM computations that, for ease of reference in this paper we name
‘surface’, can be built as follows. Each column represents, by grey levels, the sequence of states crossed by the
machine when starting its computation from a given input tuple: all tuples of fixed length are arranged in increasing
order along the horizontal axis. Let us consider elementary TM’s, with two states and binary input alphabet. By a
Fig. 3. Square maps, at resolution 7, for two elementary Petri net computations.
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Fig. 4. Quasi-fractal square maps, at resolution 8, for two three-place Petri nets.
simple counting argument we find that there are 84 = 4096 different elementary machines. There exist two standard
termination conditions for TMs: (i) when a specially identified state is reached, or (ii) when the head moves, say,
further to the right than its initial position on the tape. Being interested essentially in the internal dynamics of TM
computations we simply ignore termination criteria, and let computations run to any desired length.
Fig. 5 shows the surfaces for 20 elementary TM’s, each obtained by running for 26 steps one machine on all binary
tuples of length 6 (we found 826 different surfaces of this type for the 4096 machines). Having ignored termination
conditions we cannot pretend to relate these diagrams to the standard meaning of these machines, namely the function
that they compute; yet the plots are effective in revealing a variety of levels of behavioral complexity. Some machines
are quite insensitive to the input tuple (e.g. codes 840 and 1870). Others exhibit an initial, transient phase whose
length roughly grows with the binary value of the input tuple, and then enter a stable, either constant (e.g. codes 2730,
2070, 2744) or periodic behavior (1520, 1962, 1507). Yet other machines never reach a periodic phase, but one with
oscillations of linearly growing length (1402, 1969). Some patterns reflect the binary structure of the input space (e.g.
the ‘ruler’ code 2210, which acts as the identity function, or codes 2730, 798), and some do not (e.g. code 1507, and
code 2266, showing a ‘ruler’ pattern with the highest bar at 1/3 of the input space).
Fig. 5. ‘Surfaces’ for 20 of the 4096 elementary Turing machines.
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Fig. 6. ‘Surfaces’ for 5 four-state Turing machines.
Some of the above machines are explicitly mentioned in [1]. For example, TM 1507 is singled out as one showing
‘in some way the most complicated behavior’ of any elementary TM (p. 1144). Note that, by adopting termination
condition (ii), in the surface for this machine the non-terminating computations, as identified by Wolfram, are precisely
those represented by the white-dashed columns. As another example, TMs 1953 and 1969, mentioned at p. 761,
compute the same function, but with different efficiency.
In spite of the variety of behaviors that emerge from elementary TM surfaces, all seem to exhibit, in the end, some
form of regularity, in the sense that an observer can see some structure and (partially) predict extensions along the two
dimensions.
A question then naturally arises: can we use these diagrams for detecting the emergence of random-like behavior
or hints to universality in TMs of higher structural complexity?
Fig. 6 shows the surfaces of five 4-state TM’s, still accepting a binary alphabet. We now run the machines on all
binary tuples of length 7, for 27 = 128 steps. The first four machines have been chosen basically at random, while
the fifth is the one described in [1] at p. 81, as one exhibiting behavior that seems in many respects random. In that
case, randomness was detected by showing a compressed sequence of tape configurations for a computation starting
with a completely blank tape (all zero’s). Our surface gives further visual evidence of the complex and unpredictable
behavior of this machine.
As for universal TMs, the smallest one known today was introduced in [1] (p. 707). It is a two-state machine
accepting a five-symbol alphabet. The black and white surface for this machine does not exhibit any special feature; it
actually enters a stable state zero after few steps, regardless of the input tuple. At least in this case, as in several other
circumstances (with the notable exception of ECAs) ‘surfaces’ fail to suggest visually computational universality.
It is not our objective to carry out a detailed analysis of TM surfaces. We have presented them as an example of a
potentially useful visual indicator, and because, to our knowledge, they have not been investigated before.
4. The case of process algebra
Process algebras, of which the most widely known examples are CCS [2], CSP [3], and ACP [4], and derived
specification languages (e.g. LOTOS [5]) have been specially designed for the formal description of the reactive
behavior of concurrent systems, which continuously interact with their environment; their semantics are often expressed
in terms of labeled transition systems or traces, in which action-labeled transitions represent computation steps. They
would therefore appear as even more suited to NKS-type investigations on the internal shapes of computations than,
say, Turing machines, which natively emphasize on input/output behavior.
However, when trying to define visual complexity indicators, specific features of process algebra must be taken into
consideration.
Rich set of constructs. Process algebraic languages such as the ISO standard LOTOS have been designed with precise
application areas in mind, and as an expressive tool to be used by humans for communicating design ideas: it is
therefore natural that they offer a relatively large set of operators to be used in an engineering context. Calculi
such as CCS and CSP distill a smaller set of operators. For example, in [6] Milner identifies four combinators for
concurrency – plus one for expressing infinite behaviors – but human usability, for both expressive and analytical
purposes, is still a main concern:
A useful calculus … must have a high level of articulacy in a full sense of the word, implying not only
richness in expression but also flexibility in manipulation. It should be possible to describe existing systems,
to specify and program new systems, and to argue mathematically about them.
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On the contrary, almost all of the formal systems considered in NKS are not directly concerned with human-
oriented activities and appear even more essential than process algebras, while still achieving, in most cases, full
Turing power.
A consequence of the relative richness of constructs in process algebra is the combinatorial explosion of the space
of expressions, which makes exhaustive exploration of model instances – one of the typical features of the NKS
approach – quite hard.
States and events. Also at the semantic level – addressing the structure of computations – process algebras appear
richer than the simple models studied in NKS. Although the semantics of a process is expressed purely in terms
of labeled events, a notion of state does of course exist, and is represented by an evolving algebraic expression. In
visualizing the complexity of a computation we may therefore take into consideration states (expression structure),
or events, or even both.
Nondeterminism. The ability to describe non-deterministic behavior is quite useful in any high-level specification
language for concurrent systems. In [1], non-deterministic systems (called ‘multiway systems’) are given relatively
low priority: all the several simple models considered in Chapter 2 are deterministic, and the visual indicators
for multiway systems introduced later in the book are not specially effective in exposing nested and random-like
behaviors, due to the intrinsic difficulty to represent in two dimensions trees of arbitrary depth. To which extent
should visual indicators for process algebra take non-deterministic computations into consideration? How could
one possibly attenuate the associated combinatorial explosion of states?
Complete input set. A TM accepts an initial input and then performs a possibly non-terminating computation in
complete autonomy. For a TM it makes sense to collect in a single diagram the computations triggered by a
complete set of inputs of fixed length. For process algebraic terms this appears problematic, since the computations
of a process – a reactive entity – require the participation of an external observer. What is an ‘input’, and what is
a complete input set in process algebra?
In the remainder of this section we mention briefly two attempts to cope with the above problems; both are based on
events. A more successful, state-based approach, is then introduced, in detail, in the next section, where we also define
precisely the set of operators used in our analysis.
Square maps with pruning of equally labeled branches. In this approach we have considered a process algebraic
expression as a language acceptor, and have proceeded roughly as done with the square maps for FSM’s and Petri
nets. We have therefore restricted to process algebraic expressions on a quaternary alphabet, say {a, b, c, d}, and
regarded at quaternary pixel addresses as potential process traces. However, the state of a computation – a complex
expression – is now hardly representable by a single pixel. So we have used pixel coloring only for coding information
on trace executability, deadlocks, and non-determinism: black cells have quaternary addresses that are un-executable
traces (deadlock), blue cells correspond to traces leading to nodes with two or more equally labeled outgoing transitions
(non-determinism), and white cells correspond to deterministic, executable traces. These maps are isomorphic to an
initial portion of the LTS (Labelled Transition System) of the expression, once this is cut at a depth corresponding to
the map resolution, and once non-deterministic subtrees are pruned.
Fractal shapes do emerge, when one restricts to operator subsets yielding finite state behaviors (namely prefix, choice,
and instantiation). But while square maps did capture the essence of deterministic FSM and Petri net computations,
they do not provide any special graphical account for the expectedly higher expressive power of process algebra. The
problem seems to be that square maps tend to provide sparse graphical information: in the limit case of a completely
deterministic specification, the map consists of a black square with a single white pixel whose area reduces by a factor
four at each step. A 10-step trace is barely visible on standard computer screen. Fractals are quite compatible with this
type of representation, since they can be visually recognized even at relatively low resolution, corresponding to traces of
few actions. But when longer traces become important for exposing complexity, then this technique proves ineffective.
Surfaces from action priority lists. Similar to the above maps, the ‘surfaces’ we have defined for process algebra
retain purely the behavioral information represented by event traces, not by the state. Unlike square maps, which
are implosive, surfaces allow one to explore traces of virtually any length. But the challenge now is to filter away a
substantial amount of information from the LTS, which tends to grow exponentially, so that what is left can be arranged
in a rectangular structure that develops downwards, along the time axis, with constant width. Ideally, each column of
the surface should represent (some abstraction of) the computation associated with a different element from a complete
set of inputs, and the whole process should preserve the complexity of the original LTS, while turning it into easily
detectable visual structures.
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Table 1
Syntax and semantics of a complete set of process algebraic operators
Operator name Syntax Semantics
Inaction stop –
Action prefix a; B a;B a−→ B
Choice B1B2 B1
a−→ B ′1 IMPLIES B1B2
a−→ B ′1
B2
a−→ B ′2 IMPLIES B1B2
a−→ B ′2
Parallel comp. B1|S|B2 B1 a−→ B ′1 ∧ B2
a−→ B ′2 ∧a ∈ S IMPLIES
B1|S|B2 a−→ B ′1|S|B ′2
B1
a−→ B ′1 ∧a /∈ S IMPLIES
B1|S|B2 a−→ B ′1|S|B2
B2
a−→ B ′2 ∧a /∈ S IMPLIES
B1|S|B2 a−→ B1|S|B ′2
Hiding hide H in B B a−→ B ′ ∧a ∈ H IMPLIES
hideH inB τ−→hideH inB ′
B
a−→ B ′ ∧a /∈ H IMPLIES
hideH inB a−→hideH inB ′
Relabeling B[] B a−→ B ′ IMPLIES B[] (a)−→ B ′[]
Instantiation P P := B∧ B a−→ B ′ IMPLIES P a−→ B ′
One way to avoid the combinatorial explosion is to establish a policy for making choices whenever the LTS branches.
In our experiment with process algebraic surfaces we have therefore assumed, as a complete input set, all permutations
of the action alphabet: each such tuple is taken as an action priority list, is associated to a different column of the
surface, and is used for making decisions whenever branching occurs: this yields, for each column, a different event trace
starting at the LTS root. Note that we can only handle deterministic computations, in which branching always involves
transitions with different labels. Unfortunately, all the surfaces that we have generated for the various expression classes
have provided exclusively diagrams with very clear periodic structure along the vertical axis. While further and perhaps
more successful attempts could be made to define event-based indicators for process algebra, we shall now introduce
in detail an alternative, state-based approach, that has proved to be definitely more fruitful.
5. A universal operator set and a useful visual indicator
In this section we choose a set of process algebraic operators for our NKS-style investigations, and we prove that
they are Turing powerful. In doing so, we introduce the state-based visual indicator that shall be used in the subsequent
sections.
Rather than arbitrarily adopting in full a specific process algebra, we have transversally selected the set of fairly
standard operators of Table 1.1 This set is actually more biased towards CSP and LOTOS than to CCS, in the multi-party
synchronization policy associated with the selective parallel composition operator.2 In Table 1, symbol a denotes a
generic action, including the silent action τ ; B,B1, B2, and their primed forms, denote behavior expressions, S and
H denote action sets that may not include τ , and  is a function from the action alphabet to itself, where (τ) = τ .
Inaction and process instantiation are nullary operators; action prefix and relabelling are unary operators; choice and
parallel composition are binary operators. Action prefix, parallel composition, hiding and relabelling are parametric
operators, their parameters being action sets or mappings.
The next proposition establishes the universality of the above set of operators. The originality of our proof lies in
the particular set of operators considered and in the fact of directly emulating ECAs. Another reason for giving the
proof is that it allows us to naturally introduce our effective visual indicator.
1 All the experiments described in this paper have been carried out using Mathematica v.5 programs that included an implementation of these
semantic rules.
2 This operator set coincides with a subset of LOTOS, once relabelling is replaced by process instantiation with action parameters.
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Proposition 1. The set of operators in Table 1 is Turing powerful.
Proof. Since ECA 110 is universal [1], it is enough to exhibit a process algebraic specification, based on these operators,
that can emulate that automaton. This is provided below.
(* ECA 110 encoding *)
Cell000 := zeroc; a; stop
Cell001 := onec; a; stop
Cell010 := onec; a; stop
Cell011 := onec; a; stop
Cell100 := zeroc; a; stop
Cell101 := onec; a; stop
Cell110 := onec; a; stop
Cell111 := zeroc; a; stop
CellX := cellx; stop
CA00 :=
[] zero; hide {b} in (CA00[ff] |{b}| b; Cell000)
[] one; hide {b} in (CA01[ff] |{b}| b; Cell001)
[] bitx; hide {b} in
(hide {b} in
((a; wakeForCopy; stop)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell000)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell000)[ff]
CA01 :=
[] zero; hide {b} in (CA10[ff] |{b}| b; Cell010)
[] one; hide {b} in (CA11[ff] |{b}| b; Cell011)
[] bitx; hide {b} in
(hide {b} in
((a; wakeForCopy; stop)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell100)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell010)[ff]
CA10 :=
[] zero; hide {b} in (CA00[ff] |{b}| b; Cell100)
[] one; hide {b} in (CA01[ff] |{b}| b; Cell101)
[] bitx; hide {b} in
(hide {b} in
((a; wakeForCopy; stop)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell000)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell100)[ff]
CA11 :=
[] zero; hide {b} in (CA10[ff] |{b}| b; Cell110)
[] one; hide {b} in (CA11[ff] |{b}| b; Cell111)
[] bitx; hide {b} in
(hide {b} in
((a; wakeForCopy; stop)[ff]
|{b}|
b; Cell100)[ff]
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|{b}|
b; Cell110)[ff]
MforCopy :=
wakeForCopy;
hide {wakeForCA, zero, one, bitx} in
(hide[{d} in
((Copy[ff] |{d}| d; BitX)
|{wakeForCA, zero, one, bitx}|
MforCA)
Bit0 := zero; c; stop
Bit1 := one; c; stop
BitX := bitx; stop
Copy :=
[] zeroc; hide {d} in
(Copy[ff] |{d}| d; Bit0)
[] onec; hide {d} in
(Copy[ff] |{d}| d; Bit1)
[] cellx; c; wakeForCA; stop
MforCA :=
wakeForCA;
hide {wakeForCopy, zeroc, onec, cellx} in
(hide {b} in (CA00[ff] |{b}| b; CellX)
|{wakeForCopy, zeroc, onec, cellx}|
MforCopy)
System := hide {wakeForCA, zero, one, bitx} in
(MforCA
|{wakeForCA, zero, one, bitx}|
wakeForCA; one; bitx; stop)
(* Relabeling function *) ff[a] = b; ff[c] = d; ff[x] = x (x other than ‘a’ or ‘c’).
The basic idea in our specification is to represent a row of ECA cells as a composite parallel expression, that evolves
by iterating two macrosteps.
Macrostep 1 scans the cells from left to right, and computes a new bit for each triple of adjacent bits, based on the
ECA rule. The opening of this pass is signaled by an event wakeForCA, which activates a copy of process MforCA.
This process initially activates an instance of process CA00, which represents the two implicit zero bits at the left
of the row of cells. The microsteps within Macrostep 1 are carried out by a sequence of instances of the CA(xy)
process, which remembers the last two bits read (as coded in the xy suffix), reads a z-bit from its environment
(event zero or one from instances of processes Bit0 or Bit1), creates a new cell value – an instance of process
Cell(xyz) – based on the specific ECA rule, and a new instance of the two-bit-memory process CA(yz). The
Cell(xyz) processes store bit values, that are made available via events zeroc and onec. The end of Macrostep 1 is
reached when a CA(xy) process reads a bitx, stored in process BitX. Note that in the body of process System, the
subexpression ‘wakeForCA; one; bitx; stop’ describes the activation of process MforCA, and the initial condition
of the automaton, which consists of just one black cell.
Macrostep 2 scans the cells from right to left, simply making copies of them, so that a new execution of Macrostep
1 can properly start from the left endpoint of the row. Process MforCopy is somehow symmetric to process
MforCA, and simpler. with Copy processes reading the bits stored in Cell(xyz) processes (events zeroc and onec)
and creating copies of them via instances of processes Bit0 and Bit1. The latter processes store bit values in their
actions zero and one, which shall be read by instances of process CA(xy) during the next execution of Macrostep
1. The end of Macrostep 2 is reached when a Copy process reads a cellx, stored in process CellX.
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Note that the two processes acting at the macro-level – MforCA and MforCopy – create an instance of each other, at
the end of a macrostep; this instance is quiescent for the duration of a whole macrostep, and is awakened only at its
completion, by a wakeForCopy or wakeForCA event.
The technique we have used in this specification for storing an unbounded amount of information – the cell
values – in the syntactic structure of the running expression has been inspired by the CCS representation of a counter
with zero-test from [7], which solves exercise 4.2 in [8]; we reproduce it below, also as an aid to readers more familiar
with CCS:
c= ι.(c{β/α}|β.c)\β + δ.α.NIL,
z= ι.(c{β/α}|β.z)\β + ζ.z,
in z.
The counter has actions ι (increment, always possible), δ (decrement, possible iff count> 0) and ζ (zero-test, possible iff
count = 0). Successive occurrences of ι create, unboundedly, nested copies of process c, and the peculiar combination
of parallel composition (|), relabeling ({β/α}) and restriction (\β) allows for an orderly ‘unrolling’ of the nested
structure, in a stack-like manner, as δ actions occur.
Several parallel expression reflecting the pattern above are used in our specification, except that we use hiding in
place of CCS restriction. Our postfix notation for relabeling is ‘[ff]’, with ff defined at the end of the specification. 
Note that the specification reflects the initial condition of a single black cell, but any other initial condition can be
coded by using the special stack-like parallel expression.
It may be hard to be convinced that the specification correctly emulates ECA 110 by only inspecting the above
process definitions. But we can execute the specification and visualize its behavior. The specification is closed and
deterministic: all actions are internalized by the hiding operator, so that they occur without participation of the external
observer, and no choice is ever made during the computation – the labeled transition system is indeed just a single trace.
We can therefore visualize the sequence of expressions for a prefix of this unique computation by a 2D diagram. This
is illustrated in Fig. 7, which refers to an 80-step computation. The first row is a coding of the one-symbol expression
‘System’ – a process instantiation. All operators are considered in their prefix form. In the upper diagram they are
all colored differently; in the lower diagram all are grey except for the action prefix wakeForCA, in pale grey (six
instances are visible), and the instantiations of Bit0, in white, and Bit1, in black. The explicit presence of an action
prefix wakeForCA in the running expression, contributed by the last line of the body of process Copy, indicates that
Macrostep 1 – computing the next bit for each bit triple – is about to restart: this is a good point for checking the
positions of Bit0 and Bit1 in the expression. We therefore take a compressed view at the computation: from every pair
Fig. 7. Evolutions of process algebraic specification emulating ECA Rule 110.
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Fig. 8. A compressed process algebraic computation.
of adjacent rows where the wakeForCA action prefix appears we retain the first element, and we remove from it all
cells except the black and white ones. The result of compressing an 800-step computation is shown in Fig. 8, which
replicates the familiar opening of ECA 110 (compare with Fig. 1).3
It should be clear that we could have verified the correctness of the specification without accessing the structure
of expressions, by simply analyzing its (un-hidden) event trace. Yet, diagrams such as those in Fig. 7 are useful: they
seem to provide an optimal amount of information about deterministic computations, and, similar to ECA diagrams,
organize it rather uniformly in 2D plots that can be used for quickly screening huge collections of data.
6. Visualizing deterministic process algebraic computations
Based on the visualization technique introduced above, our plan is now to explore plots for various classes of
process algebraic expressions, with the expectation to detect visual features of growing complexity as their structural
complexity grows. In doing so, we shall pay special attention to the emergence of randomness. We shall characterize
structural complexity by the following parameters:
• the size of the action alphabet, which in turn affects the number of possible instances of the parametric operators of
action prefix, parallel composition, hiding and relabeling;
• the number of process definitions, and, consequently, of process symbols that can be used as process instantiation
operators;
• the complexity of the expressions appearing in each process definition, measured by the maximum number of leaves
in their parse trees, that correspond to the operators of inaction and process instantiation.
This richness of parameters has two consequences: (i) exhaustive analysis – which is usually recommended in NKS-
style investigations – is feasible only for classes of reduced structural complexity, and soon becomes unmanageable;
(ii) any total ordering of the classes w.r.t. structural complexity, for guiding the exploration, would be largely arbitrary.
We have therefore analyzed exhaustively the small classes, and only sampled the large ones, by generating random
specifications. By doing this, we have been able to visually identify a number of recurrent emergent features. We
introduce them in the sequel, trying to associate each feature with the specification class of smallest structural complexity
where it can be observed.
For identifying our syntactic classes we use a compact notation. The class of highest complexity is denoted:
(Pp,Qq,Rr)[a, b, c, d, par, choice, stop, hide, relab].
A specification may include the definitions of at most three processes, called P , Q and R; the integer indices
p, q and r specify the complexity of their respective behavior expressions, as defined above. These expressions
may include only instances of the operators in square parentheses, plus instantiations of the processes in round
parentheses.4
3 The missing single black cell at the top of the diagram is due to the fact that we have triggered the computation by directly providing an explicit
action ‘one’ in the body of process System, rather than by using an instance of Bit1.
4 Our Mathematica procedure for randomly generating specifications considers the operator list in square parentheses as an upper bound: not all
of these operators must be necessarily represented in the generated expressions.
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We use action alphabets with at most four elements, called a, b, c, d. The action symbols actually appearing in
square brackets define the alphabet, identify the possible action prefix operators, and determine all the possible forms
of the other parametric operators. Then, for example, class
(P2)[a, par, stop]
denotes specifications consisting of just the definitionP := expression, in which the expression is formed by instances
of the action prefix operator a[B], of parallel compositions par[B1, {}, B2] and par[B1, {a}, B2], and by at most two
instances of nullary operators, that can only be stop or P .
As another example, class
(P3,Q2)[a, b, c, choice, par, hide]
would include specifications consisting of two, possibly mutually recursive process definitions for P and Q, involving
expressions with a maximum of, respectively, three and two nullary operators, excluding stop, and zero or more
instances of the indicated operators.
An important aspect of our procedure is that it filters out all non-deterministic specifications, where non-determinsm
is taken in a strong sense: we simply discard all specifications whose trees branch, even when these branches have
different labels. This allows us to readily visualize computations as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Is this choice too restrictive? Are we going to miss interesting regions of the process algebraic computational
universe? When proving the universality of a formalism, we ultimately emulate the deterministic computations of some
reference universal model, such as TMs or ECAs. For example, the proof of Proposition 1 is based on a deterministic
process algebraic computation that emulates a deterministic ECA computation; the LTS of that specification never
branches. However, when decoding a process algebraic computation it is convenient to assume the richest possible
notion of computation step, in order to support the widest possible range of decoding functions. An LTS that branches,
for example, can be understood as a rich, deterministic computation, with a step corresponding to the growth of
the entire LTS by one depth level. Such a broader notion of deterministic process algebraic computation might then
support the emulation of computations of higher sophistication than those emulated by our restricted, non-branching
LTS’s. We should therefore be aware that our plots are not guaranteed a priori to expose the complete computational
versatility of our process algebra. Discussion on non-determinism and universality is resumed in Section 7 and in the
conclusions.
6.1. Simple expression class and associated emergent properties
The simplest non-trivial class of process algebraic expressions that we consider is P2[a, par, stop]. A number of
interesting features can be observed in this class, in spite of its simplicity.
6.1.1. Periodicity: constant width or linear growth
Fig. 9 shows the most simple types of pattern that can be observed in this class. The plots correspond to the three
specifications:5
(1) P := a[a[a[P]]],
(2) P := a[par[stop, {}, a[P]]],
(3) P := a[par[a[P], {}, stop]]
and are derived by the technique introduced in connection with Proposition 1. For example, the computation of
specification (3) is a sequence of a-labeled transitions; its first five behavior expressions are:
5 Specification (1) is, strictly, also member of class P1[a, par].
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1 2 3
Fig. 9. Plots for the computations of specifications (1), (2) and (3).
P
par[a[P], {}, stop]
par[P, {}, stop]
par[par[a[P], {}, stop], {}, stop]
par[par[P, {}, stop], {}, stop]
By the association {a → 0, par → 1, P → 2, stop → 3} of grey levels to the four involved operators, and by
omitting parentheses and the specific parameter of the parallel composition, namely the empty set of synchronization
actions, these expressions yield the first five rows of plot 3.
Different plots are obtained for specifications (2) and (3) by just swapping the operands of parallel composition,
while, under the standard interpretation, this is a symmetric operator! We are definitely departing from the usual
semantics of process algebraic expressions, and we look at them as pure, abstract syntactic structures, that nevertheless
still evolve according to that semantics. In accordance with ECA-related terminology, we shall still use the term
‘particles’ for referring to periodic linear structures like the one in the third plot of Fig. 9.
6.1.2. Exponential growth: base 2 and Fibonacci sequence
The first plot in Fig. 10 is an example of exponential growth. Observing the rapid growth of many plots one may wish
to retain, for each row, only the right portion that exceeds the length of the previous row. This is a natural adaptation of the
derivation operation from functional analysis, and we shall keep the name. The second plot in Fig. 10 is the derivative of
the first one, and replicates it, as it happens with the exponential function. The second pair of diagrams also shows a plot
and its derivative; it reflects the omnipresent Fibonacci sequence, a pattern that has appeared very soon in our investiga-
tions. The recurrence an = an−1 + an−2 can be ‘read’ quite directly, from left to right, in the groupings of transversal
stripes at each step. Again the derivative reproduces the original plot. The specifications for the plots of Fig. 10 are:
(4) P := a[par[P, {a}, P]],
(5) P := a[par[P, {a}, a[P]]].
6.1.3. Emulation by compression
Examples can be found of plots with non-monotonic growth. In these cases, recalling the notion of compressed
computation, we may want to retain just the local minima. This is illustrated in Fig. 11. The first and third plots
correspond to the specifications:
Fig. 10. Plots for specification (4) and derivative, specification (5) and derivative.
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Fig. 11. Plots for specification (6) and compression, specification (7) and compression.
(6) P := a[a[par[P, {a}, P]]],
(7) P := a[a[par[a[a[P]],{a}, P]]],
while the second and fourth plots show their minima. These reproduce, respectively, the base-2 exponential and the
Fibonacci pattern observed in the previous subsection, thus providing examples of computations emulating other
computations.
6.1.4. Derivatives with longer period
In the examples above, the derivation operation does not increase the complexity of the plots. But this is not always
the case. Fig. 12 shows the plot for specification
(8) P := a[a[par[P, {a}, a[P]]]]
and its first and second derivatives, which turn out to be essentially the same. The original plot has a regular vertical
structure, with period 2, modulo a right shift, but we cannot readily spot a regular pattern in the stripes that develop
from left to right. Its derivative appears as even more complex, with a vertical period 5. Note that the homogeneous
triangular area at the left edge of the original plot is not found in the derivative, so that columns never stabilize. As a
consequence, the first column of the derivative, and, indeed, any other column, provides an infinite irregular, or, at least,
not obviously regular sequence. We may interpret this phenomenon as a first sign of the emergence of randomness.
6.2. Further emergent properties
We have so far considered specifications in class P2[a, par, stop]. By looking at slightly more complex specifica-
tions and, in particular, by adding a second process identifier, further features emerge.
6.2.1. Quadratic growth – linear derivative
The three specifications below are in class (P3,Q3)[a, par, choice, stop]. They yield computations with quadratic
growth, which are depicted with their linear derivatives aside in Fig. 13:
(9) P := a[par[P, {a}, choice[Q, stop]]],
Q := a[par[par[stop, {}, Q], {}, stop]],
(10) P := a[par[choice[Q, Q], {a}, P]],
Q := a[par[stop, {}, Q]],
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Fig. 12. Plots for specification (8), with first and second derivatives.
Fig. 13. Quadratic growth: plots (left) and derivatives (right) for specifications (9)–(11).
(11) P := a[par[par[stop, {}, Q], {a}, P]],
Q := par[a[par[stop, {}, Q]], {}, stop].
Note that specification (11) does not even use the choice operator, thus, strictly speaking, it is in class
(P 3,Q3)[a, par, stop], and is the simplest in the set. The plots for specifications (10) and (11) show infinite radial
particles, that are linear borders separating regular backgrounds, as in ECA plots.
6.3. Emergence of randomness
Random-like behavior is the most wanted feature in our investigation. Let us consider two specifications in class
(P 2,Q2)[a, par, hideB, stop].6
(12) P := a[hideB[par[Q, {a}, hideB[Q]]]],
Q := a[par[P, {}, stop]],
6
‘hideB’ is compact notation for ‘hide {b} in . . .’. In fact, no b action can ever occur in these specifications, thus the hiding operator is basically
not effective, under the standard semantic interpretation. Yet it does play a role in the structure of the evolving expressions, and in our plots.
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Fig. 14. Plot for specification (12), with first derivative.
Fig. 15. Plot for specification (13), with first derivative.
(13) P := a[hideB[par[Q, {a}, Q]]],
Q := a[par[P, {}, stop]].
The plots for their computations, with their derivatives, are depicted, respectively, in Figs. 14 and 15. The idea of
looking at derivatives is fruitful. For specification (12), while the original plot develops plainly with a shifted period
2, the derivative plot shows more irregularity, with trajectories along two different angles crossing one another and
apparently creating some additivity or interference effect. Note also the irregular vertical pattern at the left edge of the
plot.
For specification (13) the derivative exhibits again more irregularity than the original computation, with a less clear
polarization than for specification (12), and some fuzzy kind of periodicity.
Fig. 16 shows the plot for a more complex specification, and its derivative. Specification (14) is in class
(P 3,Q2, R2) [a, b, hide, relabeling, choice, par, stop]:
(14) P := a[par[a[swap[choice[stop,R]]],{a,b},P]],
Q := a[hideC[choice[stop,P]]],
R := b[swap[par[hideD[P],{a,b},P]]].
The identifier ‘swap’ shortly denotes the relabeling operator that swaps a and b. Looking at the derivative, no clear
polarization of structures is perceivable, and the diagram appears as quite random. Finally, Fig. 17 shows the plot, its
derivative, and a compression of the latter, for specification:
(15) P := a[swap[par[stop,{a,c},swap[R]]]],
Q := a[par[c[stop],{b},R]],
R := a[par[P,{a},Q]],
which is a member of class (P3,Q2, R2)[a, b, c, relabeling, par, stop]. The compression is obtained by retaining
only the local minima of the derivative plot. Again, no sign of regularity can be visually spotted in the derivative.
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Fig. 16. Plot for specification (14), with first derivative.
Fig. 17. Plot for specification (15), with derivative and its compression.
7. How much random and how much universal?
Wolfram regards at the extremely irregular and complex graphical pattern produced by ECA 30 from simple initial
conditions (Fig. 1) as “probably the single most surprising scientific discovery" he has ever made [1, p. 27]. One of
the main motivations for our work has been to try and find indicators that could adequately reflect the complexity of
process algebraic computations, and, in particular, expose randomness in a 2D visual form that be as effective as that
achieved by the ECA 30 diagram. In this respect, the plots in Figs. 16 and 17 seem to represent a satisfactory result.
As mentioned in Section 1, spotting randomness is interesting in light of the ‘class 3 universality’ conjecture, that
relates this feature to the ability to perform universal computations.
However, in order to move safely in this attractive direction, while exploiting the results of the previous sections,
one has to be very careful in handling the two involved notions – randomness and (non-)universality:
• can we quantify precisely the ‘degree of randomness’ of a computation whose plot appears as random to visual
inspection?
• what does it mean for a given process algebra not to be universal, and how can we prove it, in light of the several
alternative semantics one can attribute to its expressions?
Some answers to these questions are provided in the two subsequent subsections.
7.1. Measuring randomness in process algebraic computations
Several rigorous tests can be used for measuring the actual ‘degree of randomness’ of data sets that appear random
at visual inspection; some of them are described in [9]. ECA 30, for example, has been studied quite extensively in
this respect, and, as a result, it has turned out to be one of the best pseudo-random number generators available today.
One way to measure the degree of randomness of a data sequence is to try and compress it: the longest the compressed
form, the highest the randomness degree of the original. One of the most efficient and widely applied data compression
techniques is pointer-based encoding, which consists in representing explicitly any particular sequence of elements
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Fig. 18. Compression values for 23 rows of the plot in Fig. 17.
above some length only once, and in specifying all subsequent occurrences of the same sequence by pointers back to
the first one.
Let us then analyze the compressibility of the plot in Fig. 17 by using the Mathematica function PEncode for
pointer-based encoding found in [1] (I am grateful to S. Wolfram for suggesting to carry out this type of analysis).
When applied to a list, this function returns its compressed form, which is another list including pointers. For example,
the 7th row of the plot in Fig. 17 is a list of 32 elements:
w={11, 6, 11, 6, 16, 11, 6, 13, 14, 6, 3, 16, 6, 13, 14, 6, 3, 16, 6, 11,
6, 16, 11, 6, 13, 14, 6, 3, 16, 6, 13, 14}
over an alphabet of six numeric elements, representing grey levels for operators, and its compressed form, using length
threshold 4, is the 14-element list including two pointers:
PEncode(w) = {11, 6, 11, 6, 16, 11, 6, 13, 14, 6, 3, 16, p[6, 7], p[17, 13]}.
Let us then define the compression value of a list as follows.
Definition 1 (compression value). Given a finite list w of symbols from a finite alphabet, the compression value of w,
denoted c(w) is the length of list PEncode(w).
Based on this definition, the compression value of the above list is c(w) = 14.
One could conceive various refined definitions for the compression value, that, for example, normalize w.r.t. alphabet
size, or use some binary encoding of the alphabet and of the pointers, not to mention using different compression
techniques. However, the simple setting described above is sufficient for our purposes, if we regard our compression
values as relative figures to be compared with reference values derived from corresponding, purely random sequences,
as described below.
In Fig. 18 we analyze a 23 × 100 rectangular portion of the plot in Fig. 17. For each row ri of the considered
fragment three values are shown. The upper value is the constant length of the row, that is 100. The lower value is
the compression value c(ri), as defined above. The central value represents the reference compression value for an
equivalent random row. By this we mean the value Mean(c(ρi)), that is the average compression value of a random
sequence ρi of symbols characterized by (i) the same alphabet, (ii) the same length, and (iii) the same probabilistic
distribution of symbols of ri .7
The relative compression values from Fig. 18 indicate that, in spite of visual appearance, the degree of randomness
of the analyzed rows is poor. However, this fact should not be too surprising, since in a two dimensional plot the
presence of a high degree of randomness along one dimension only, e.g. the vertical one, might be sufficient for
inducing an overall random effect. This circumstance is confirmed by Fig. 19, where we collect the compression values
for a square portion at the lower-left corner of the plot from Fig. 17. (We pick rows and columns of equal length so
that we can compare their compressibility without need to normalize.) In the diagram on the left, the compression
values of the rows appear definitely smaller than those for corresponding random sequences, but in the diagram on
the right, referring to columns, the two series of values are intertwined and basically equivalent. The latter fact seems
to support our earlier intuition about specification (15): relative to our specific measure of randomness, and to the
7 The binary oscillation of the central series reflects the analogous oscillation of the number of distinct symbols occurring in each row.
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Fig. 19. Compression values for the rows and columns of a square fragment of the plot in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 20. Compression of the first columns of the derivative plot for spec (8) in Fig. 12.
limited length of the analyzed sequences, that specification, via its derivative plot, does exhibit randomness along the
vertical axis – the time dimension. The limitation about computation length is, admittedly, quite severe, but we are
handling expression whose length often grows exponentially, and in these cases no substantial improvement seems
possible.
In spite of this limitation, we have applied the pointer-encoding technique to samples from all the previously
considered specification classes, in search for the simplest class exhibiting a degree of randomness comparable to that
just found for specification (15), and with the intent to question its computational universality.
It turns out that specifications exhibiting optimal relative compressibility – that is, values comparable to those
obtained from equivalent random samples – are found very early, namely in class (P2)[a, par]! Fig. 20 shows the
compression values for the first 30 columns of the derivative plot of specification (8), shown in Fig. 12. In this case
columns have not been truncated; their decreasing lengths are represented by the upper series of dots. The square
dots represent the reference compression values, that we have here stabilized by averaging over several trials for the
random sequences of reference, and the star dots are the compression values for the actual columns. Again these values
appear globally centered around their reference values, thus indicating the emergence of randomness in this class of
specifications.
Let us now investigate the computing power of this class.
7.2. Non-universality of an operator subset
In the universality proof presented earlier in this paper, the power manifested by sequences of expressions could
have been revealed also by just restricting to the observation of event traces. But this might not always be the case. In
principle we cannot exclude that the machinery provided by a small set of process algebraic operators and associated
SOS (Structural Operational Semantics) rules be powerful enough to emulate universal computations, when used in
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non-standard ways as we have done, while losing this power when (under-)used as a generator of labeled trees, as
traditionally done.
For defining Turing completeness one should exploit as much as possible the above mentioned ‘machinery’, and
retain all the information derived by the SOS, such as the transition labels, the syntactic structure of behavior expressions,
and the tree structure itself, for providing the richest informational support to the definition of appropriate decoding
functions, in proofs based on emulation. Let us formalize this concern.
LetLLT S(B) denote the possibly infinite ‘doubly-labeled’ transition system derived from expressionB via the SOS,
where arcs and nodes are labeled, respectively, by action symbols and by behavior expressions, and let LLT Sn(B)
denote the truncation of LLT S(B) at depth n, so that, for example, LLT S0(B) is a tree consisting of a single
node labeled by expression B. For our purposes, we find it appropriate to adopt the following definition of
universality.
Definition 2 (LLTS-aware, orbit-based universality). A process algebra with expression set B (where expressions
come with an environment of process definitions whose bodies range inB itself) is universal if for any Turing machine
M with input alphabet Z one can find:
• an effective coding function cod : Z∗ → B,
• an effective boolean function lap :L→ Bool, where L is some space including all objects of the type of
LLT Sn(B),
• an effective decoding function dec :L→ Conf ig(M), where Conf ig(M) is the space of configurations of M ,
such that, for any X ∈ Z∗, if:
• B = cod(X) is an initial behavior expression,
• CM = (c0, . . . , cn, . . .) is the computation (‘orbit’) of M , with X on the input tape in the initial configuration c0,
• CPA = (LLT S0(B), . . . , LLT Sn(B), . . .) is the process algebraic computation started at B, and
• CPA,lap = (L1, . . . , Ln, . . .) is the subsequence of CPA consisting of all and only the steps LLT Si(B) such that
i > 0 and lap(Li) = TRUE,
then
∀i > 0 : ci = dec(Li).
The lap function implements what was earlier called compression; for example, it would spot local minima in
computations consisting of sequences of objects with a defined length. Note that it is possible to relax Definition 2 by
requiring that function dec be defined just for the elements ofL for which lap is TRUE.
The above definition of universality emphasizes the ability to indefinitely emulate the steps of a generic Turing
machine, without bothering to define a specific termination condition for the latter. This means shifting the focus from
the functional, input/output view, to a step-by-step, behavioral view, and explains the attribute ‘orbit-based’. Note that
the same termination-free policy was adopted for the TM surfaces introduced earlier in the paper.
It can be easily checked that the universality result presented in Proposition 1 fits this framework, except that
(c0, . . . , cn, . . .) was the deterministic orbit of an ECA, not of a TM.
Consider now the process algebra consisting of the three operators:
• a;B (action prefix)
• par(B1, {a}, B2) (parallel composition)
• P (instantiation)
These are the operators used in specification (8), the simplest one for which we have observed and measured the
emergence of randomness. In fact, in that specification the parallel composition operator was used only in its full-
synchrony form, that is, only with synchronization gate set {a}. We consider therefore class (P∗)[a, fpar], where the
‘*’ symbol indicates that the number of leaves in the parse trees of the expressions is left unconstrained, and ‘fpar’
denotes the full-synchrony form of parallelism. Thus, in the LLTS’s from this class all arcs are labeled ‘a’. In spite of
this severe limitation, in light of Definition 2 we could still hope to perform sophisticated computations by using the
tree structure and the node labels. It seems therefore still reasonable to ask:
is class (P∗)[a, fpar] universal, in the broad sense of Definition 2?
For answering this question we need to establish some facts about the class. The syntax of our guarded process algebraic
expressions – those in which a process instantiation may only occur in the context of an action prefix – is defined by:
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E ::= a(B) | fpar(E, E),
B ::= a(B) | fpar(B, B) | P.
LetE (respectivelyB) denote the set of behavior expressions derived from non-terminal E (respectively B) above.E are
the guarded expressions, and one can easily see that E ⊆ B. In the subsequent propositions we shall always refer to a
generic specification in class (P∗)[a, fpar], consisting of the process definition P := E0, with E0 ∈ E. Furthermore,
for any B ∈ B we define
ActP ref (B) = {B ′ ∈ B : B ′ is an action prefix subexpression of B}.
Note that action prefix subexpressions may well be nested one into the other. Finally, we let
BE0 = {B ∈ B : ActP ref (B) ⊆ ActP ref (E0)}
be the set of expressions in B whose action prefix subexpressions are known from E0. Clearly, E0 ∈ BE0 .
Proposition 2. If E0 ∈ E, then (i) E0 always admits exactly one successor E1, written E0 ⇒!E1 (we omit the ‘a’ label
from the transition arrow), and (ii) E1 ∈ BE0 .
Proof. By structural induction on E, where the required partial order has bottom elements of form a(B) and is defined
by E1 < fpar(E1, E2) and E2 < fpar(E1, E2).
Basis (E ::= a(B)). Trivial, since the SOS has only one axiom for action prefix, and it is a(B) ⇒!B, with
ActP ref (B) ⊆ ActP ref (B) ∪ {a(B)} = ActP ref (a(B)).
Step (E ::= fpar(E1, E2)). By the inductive hypothesis we have: E1 ⇒!E1′ and E2 ⇒!E2′, with E1′ ∈ BE0
and E2′ ∈ BE0 . By the only applicable SOS rule we get fpar(E1, E2) ⇒!fpar(E1′, E2′)′, with
ActP ref (fpar(E1′, E2′))=ActP ref (E1′) ∪ ActP ref (E2′) ⊆
ActP ref (E1) ∪ ActP ref (E2)=ActP ref (fpar(E1, E2)). 
Let us now establish a generalization of the fact above.
Proposition 3. If B ∈ BE0 then (i) B always admits exactly one successor B ′, written B ⇒!B ′, and (ii) B ′ ∈ BE0 .
Proof. By structural induction on B, where the required partial order has bottom elements of forms a(B) and P , and
is defined by B1 < fpar(B1, B2) and B2 < fpar(B1, B2).
Basis (B ::= a(B)). Similar to the corresponding case of Proposition 2.
Basis (B ::= P ). By the SOS rules of process instantiation, the transitions of P are exactly those of its defining
expression E0; hence (i) and (ii) hold by Proposition 2.
Step (B ::= fpar(B1, B2)). Similar to the corresponding case of Proposition 2.
Proposition 3 legitimates the functional notation Next⇒(B) for the successor of any B ∈ B. The following is a
direct consequence of Proposition 3.
Corollary 1. All computations in class (P∗)[a, fpar] are non-terminating and non-branching.
The crucial fact about the class of specifications under investigation is established by the following proposition.
Proposition 4. The computations in class (P∗)[a, fpar] can be emulated by a context-free, parallel rewrite system.
Proof. Consider a specification in class (P∗)[a, fpar], consisting of the process definition P := E0.
If |ActPref(E0)| = n, let {p, q1, . . . qn} be a set of n + 1 constant symbols, and let
t : {P } ∪ ActP ref (E0) ↔ {p, q1, . . . qn}
be a bijection, called basic translation function, such that t (P ) = p.
Let T{p,q1,...,qn,par} denote the set of terms (a Herbrand universe) recursively built by using the n + 1 constants
and the binary function symbol ‘par’. We use the basic translation function above for defining a translation function
T : BE0 →T{p,q1,...,qn,par}
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(where BE0 is the previously defined expression set) as follows:
T (a(B))= t (a(B)),
T (P )= t (P ),
T (fpar(B1, B2))=par(T (B1), T (B2)).
It is easy to realize that T is a bijection too. Consider now a system RR of n + 1 rewrite rules:
x → T (Next⇒(t−1(x))),
where x is any of the symbols in {p, q1, . . . , qn}. Let
Next→ :T{p,q1,...,qn,par} →T{p,q1,...,qn,par}
be the function that computes the parallel rewriting of the terms inT{p,q1,...,qn,par} by RR. By parallel we mean that
all occurrences of the p and qi symbols in a term are rewritten simultaneously. We can show that if B ∈ BE0 then
T (Next⇒(B)) = Next→(T (B)).
The proof is, again, by structural induction, based on the partial order for BE0 already used for Proposition 3.
Basis (B ::= a(B ′)|P ).
Next→(T (B))
= Next→(t (B)) [def. of T]
= T (Next⇒(t−1(t (B)))) [def. of RR]
= T (Next⇒(B)).
Step (B ::= fpar(B1, B2)).
Next→(T (B))
= Next→(T (fpar(B1, B2)))
= Next→(par(T (B1), T (B2))) [def. of T]
= par(Next→(T (B1)), Next→(T (B2))) [def. of RR]
= par(T (Next⇒(B1)), T (Next⇒(B2))) [inductive hypothesis]
= T (fpar(Next⇒(B1), Next⇒(B2)) [def. of T]
= T (Next⇒(fpar(B1, B2))) [SOS]
= T (Next⇒(B)).
Thus, the computations in this class can be emulated by those of the context-free rewrite system RR, by using the
translation function T for coding and T −1 for decoding. 
Proposition 5. The process algebraic specifications in class (P∗)[a, fpar] are not universal.
Proof. This proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 4, and of the computational weakness of context-free
(parallel) rewriting. 
A rather interesting analogy can be pointed out between the computational weakness of additive ECA rules (see
([1] for a definition of additivity) and that of context-free parallel rewriting systems. An ECA computation develops
on a fixed, potentially infinite support – the one-dimensional array of cells – while a context-free, parallel rewrite
system manipulates finite terms. However, for both we may represent a complex initial condition as a composition of
elementary components – black cells and non-terminal symbols, respectively – written: Compose(x1, . . ., xn). Then,
in both cases the composition and stepping functions commute. In symbols:
Stepk(Compose(x1, . . ., xn)) = Compose(Stepk(x1), . . ., Stepk(xn)).
For additive ECAs the composition is typically the XOR boolean function; for context-free parallel rewrite systems, it
is basically string concatenation.
In conclusion, we have been able to find a simple class of process algebraic expressions which cannot support
universal computations but can nevertheless exhibit a high degree of randomness – in fact, the highest, according to
our measures.
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8. Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed various visual complexity indicators, and have identified one for process algebra,
in particular, which has enabled us to observe a number of emerging properties of process algebraic computations and
to expose randomness in some of them.
Two key ideas have led to the latter result. First, we have disregarded the standard, event-based semantic interpretation
of process algebra, and have concentrated on the evolving structure of expressions, with operators represented by cells
of different grey levels. This approach can indeed be seen as an extension of the one used in [1] for visualizing
expressions based on s–k combinators, where open and closed parentheses, in place of the operators, are coded by
black and white cells. Second, we have looked at derivative plots, which consider only the portion of a row that exceeds
the length of the previous one.
We have proved that the complete set of process algebraic operators we have considered is Turing-universal; but then
we have identified a subclass of expressions which is provably not universal and yet is capable of producing random-like
behavior, that we have detected and measured. We believe that investigations of this type, both of theoretical and of
experimental nature, are crucial for assessing the attractive but, in many respects, problematic conjecture about the
potential links between randomness and universality.
Several directions for further research can be mentioned.
On the side of randomness, further measures and tests could be considered, as those described in [9], although the
pointer-encoding technique we have adopted seems to enjoy an excellent reputation.
On the side of universality, following recent work by Sutner [10] one might consider alternative notions such
as Davis-universality [11], whose definition does not require encoding and decoding functions. Sutner suggests that
this alternative definition might be appropriate for classifying dynamic systems such as ECAs, and that complex
computations such as those of Rule 30 might provide natural examples of intermediate complexity degrees, in the sense
of Friedberg and Muchnik. Other definitions of universality, that specifically refer to process algebra, are mentioned
in [12], where a basic limitation of the operational semantic approach is identified, relative to a particular notion of
universality (not the one we have adopted).
Another point left open in this paper is how to effectively visualize non-deterministic process algebraic computations,
and how to define useful decoding functions based on the doubly-labeled LLTS introduced in the previous section.
A brute force way to turn a tree into a path is to always take the first branch (we may not have a clear idea of which
one this is, but a deterministic, implemented program always does, …). Our preliminary steps in this direction have
produced plots that seem to exhibit a wider variety of visual features than their deterministic counterparts, and this fact
stimulates further thought and experimentation. Another potentially interesting fact is that some specifications turn out
to be non-deterministic in-the-small but deterministic in-the-large, meaning that the overall shape of their plot is not
affected by the way choices are made. As an example, Fig. 21 shows two plots derived from the same non-deterministic
specification by applying two different choice policies: select the first branch, or select a random one. This specification
was first presented in [13], where its behavior was only visualized by a standard transition system, and represents our
first, ad-hoc attempt to achieve random-like behavior in process algebra. It implements Wolfram’s numeric sequence:
Fig. 21. Plots for non-deterministic process algebraic computations of Wolfram’s sequence.
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an+1 =
{
an ∗ 3/2 if an is even;
(an + 1) ∗ 3/2 if an is odd.
which is a mild variant of that presented in Section 2.2. With a0 = 1, the sequence is {1, 3, 6, 9, 15, . . .}. This numeric
sequence is implemented by the succession of heights of the rough triangles along the diagonals of the plots in Fig. 21.
Although we have concentrated on 2D representations, with ECA plots in mind, one could also look for 3D solutions.
In this respect, very effective clustering techniques for visualizing the macro-structure of huge state spaces have been
recently proposed by Groote and van Ham [14], that have been applied, for example, to the analysis of existing
communication protocols. It would be interesting to see how, and how effectively this technique could visualize the
much wider universe of non-engineered systems and requirements-free computations.
NKS strongly emphasizes on the analysis of very simple models of computation. Being concerned with process
algebra, an area that has never been touched before by NKS, we found it natural to start with the most elementary
models, such as the historical CCS and CSP/LOTOS. Investigations on more recent and advanced calculi, such as the
π -calculus [15], would be of course attractive too, and might perhaps take advantage from some of the tools we have
introduced in this paper, and from several, in-depth studies on the expressive power of various specific operator sets
(see, for example, [16,17]).
We hope that our paper will stimulate further efforts on the NKS-style exploration of the process-algebraic compu-
tational universe, and possibly towards the ambitious objective of reproducing in full detail, by the emergent properties
of computations from this or other models, some of the shapes and phenomena we observe in the natural Universe.
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